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The synonyms of “Objectify” are: exteriorise, exteriorize, externalise, externalize,
depersonalise, depersonalize

Objectify as a Verb

Definitions of "Objectify" as a verb

According to the Oxford Dictionary of English, “objectify” as a verb can have the following
definitions:

Degrade to the status of a mere object.
Make external or objective, or give reality to.
Make impersonal or present as an object.
Express (something abstract) in a concrete form.

https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199571123.001.0001/acref-9780199571123
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Synonyms of "Objectify" as a verb (6 Words)

depersonalise Make impersonal or present as an object.

depersonalize Make impersonal or present as an object.
A depersonalized view of nature.

exteriorise Make external or objective, or give reality to.

exteriorize
Make external or objective, or give reality to.
What the Greeks did do was exteriorize their intellectual life make it
convivial and explicit.

externalise Regard as objective.

externalize Express (a thought or feeling) in words or actions.
Elements of the internal construction were externalized on to the facade.

Usage Examples of "Objectify" as a verb

Good poetry objectifies feeling.
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A deeply sexist attitude that objectifies women.

Associations of "Objectify" (30 Words)

automat A cafeteria in which food and drink were obtained from slot machines.

brand To accuse or condemn or openly or formally or brand as disgraceful.
The firm will market computer software under its own brand.

capacity
The amount of information (in bytes) that can be stored on a disk
drive.
Among his gifts is his capacity for true altruism.

commercialization
The act of commercializing something; involving something in
commerce.
My father considered the commercialization of Christmas to be a
sacrilege.

commodity A useful or valuable thing.
Commodity markets.

consequence Importance or relevance.
His decision had depressing consequences for business.

consumer A person who uses goods or services.
Consumer demand.

deliverable
A thing able to be provided, especially as a product of a development
process.
Under this contract the deliverables include both software and
hardware.

disposal The action or process of getting rid of something.
Disposals of fixed and non current assets.

externalize Project (a mental image or process) on to a figure outside oneself.
Language externalizes our thoughts.

freshness (with reference to wind) the quality of being cool and fairly strong.
She has retained the freshness of face that was there at her debut.

fungible
(of goods contracted for without an individual specimen being
specified) replaceable by another identical item; mutually
interchangeable.
It is by no means the world s only fungible commodity.

grocery Items of food sold in a grocery or supermarket.
The grocery store included a meat market.

infomercial A television commercial presented in the form of a short documentary.

https://grammartop.com/consumer-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/deliverable-synonyms
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item Used to introduce each item in a list.
She had several items on her shopping list.

making Usually plural the components needed for making or doing something.
The making of measurements.

manufacturer A person or company that makes goods for sale.
The manufacturers supply the goods to the distribution centre.

marketable Fit to be offered for sale.
The flotation will make the shares marketable.

marrow The plant of the gourd family which produces marrows.
Such men were the marrow of the organization.

merchandise Trade or traffic in (something), especially inappropriately.
Anyone who is not of that Guild may not merchandise with them.

portfolio
Denoting or engaged in an employment pattern which involves a
succession of short-term contracts and part-time work, rather than
the more traditional model of a single job for life.
He took on the Foreign Affairs portfolio.

product
A person whose character and identity have been formed by a
particular period or situation.
His reaction was the product of hunger and fatigue.

promotional Of or relating to serving as publicity.
She was on a promotional tour for her books.

salable Capable of being sold; fit for sale.

squander
Spend extravagantly.
100m of taxpayers money has been squandered on administering the
tax.

stuff Fill with a stuffing while cooking.
Stuff the diet.

thing Used to express one s disapproval of or contempt for something.
Things haven t gone entirely to plan.

trading The action or activity of buying and selling goods and services.
Trading profits leapt.

vendible Fit to be offered for sale.

ware
Articles of the same kind or material usually used in combination
silverware software.
Crystal ware.

https://grammartop.com/portfolio-synonyms

